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Context
¡ Bizarre election re ostensible cause: mismanagement of a

renewable heating incentive scheme, presided over by the DUP.
¡ Argument focused upon extent to which First Minister Arlene

Foster was culpable and whether and when she should step aside.
¡ Much wider issues than that however – deterioration of often

frosty DUP-Sinn Féin relationship.
¡ Sectarian, two-elections-in-one, contest inevitable.
¡ Reduction in size of Assembly from 108 to 90 ought to help the

bigger parties but the DUP has the most to lose.
¡ Absolutely no guarantee of a resumption of the Executive post-

election given the comments from Sinn Féin’s new Northern
leader, Michelle O’Neill, regarding not working with Foster.

¡ Risk of temporary post-election suspension. The first phase of
devolution, Dec 1999-May 2007, saw the Assembly suspended
(1,666 days) far more than it was operational (855 days).



The May 2016 Assembly Election Result

Seats Seat 
change 
from 2011

% vote % Change in 
vote share 
from 2011 

38 No change 29.2 -0.8
28 -1 24.0 -2.9
16 No change 12.6 -0.6
12 -2 12.0 -2.2

8 No change 7.0 -0.7
2 +1 2.7 +1.8
2 +2 2.0 +1.2
1 No change 3.4 +1.0

Independent 1 +1 N/A N/A



DUP and Sinn Féin Assembly dominance



The Democratic Unionist Party 

¡Fielding 38 candidates, versus 24 for the UUP.
¡In 2016, the DUP got 38 of its 44 candidates elected, an 86%
success rate (versus 48% for the UUP).
¡Similar success rate 2017 would yield 33 elected versus 12 UUP.
¡But several DUP candidates only elected on final count in 2016.
¡DUP vote management was superb in 2016: Mean difference in vote
share of each DUP candidate only 2% (4% UUP).
¡Magic figure for the DUP is 30 seats: that would surely mean still
the largest party AND can block unwelcome legislation via PoCs.
¡DUP lower preference votes very rarely go across the sectarian
divide: in 2016, 0.9% went to the SDLP and 0.3% to Sinn Féin.
¡DUP insistent will not introduce the Irish Language Act demanded
by Sinn Féin: “if you feed a crocodile it will keep coming back”.



DUP v UUP Assembly election votes 1998-2016    
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Sinn Féin
¡ Fielding 34 candidates (versus 21 SDLP).
¡ In 2016, the party got 28 of its 39 candidates elected, a 

72% success rate (versus 50% for the SDLP). SF saw first 
drop in support since the Good Friday Agreement. 

¡ Similar candidate success rate in 2017 would yield 24 
MLAs elected (versus 11 SDLP).

¡ Sinn Féin’s lower preference votes very rarely go across 
the sectarian divide: in 2016, only 0.2% went across to 
the DUP and 0.8% to the UUP.

¡ Tough ask for Sinn Féin to take First Minister post. Would 
need to hold ALL current seats in shrunken Assembly –
and a tie with the DUP would not be good enough.

¡ Sinn Féin’s focus remains upon the ‘equality agenda’.



Sinn Féin v SDLP Assembly election votes 1998-2016 
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The UUP and SDLP leaders want cross-community vote transfers 
to each other’s parties, but it’s a big ask, looking at 2016… 

(Source: Robert Barry, ‘2016 Assembly Election: Transferred Votes’, NIAR Briefing Note 155-16)

DUP UUP SF SDLP

DUP to 41.5 11.9 0.3 0.9

SF to 0.2 0.8 60.9 8.1

UUP to 18.9 24.4 0.5 1.7

SDLP to 3.3 11.2 12.8 21.4



Post-election issues to be resolved

¡ Programme for Government.
¡ Inquiry into the Renewable Heating 

Incentive heating scheme debacle.
¡ Petitions of Concern, which trigger 

legislative ‘blocking’ by one community 
(e.g. on same-sex marriage) – used 115 
times 2011-16 (86 signed by the DUP).

¡ A proper system of Government and 
Opposition – opposition formed (UUP and 
SDLP) in 2016 but still embryonic.



What do the polls say?
Lucid Talk 2017 election poll v 2016 actual result



Factors in calculating the likely result?

¡Percentage of Assembly seats won 2016, transferred to 90 seats

¡Trends since 1998 in the constituency: percentage vote shares

¡The religious background demography of each constituency

¡Current opinion polls

¡Who was elected in sixth place in 2016

¡Number of candidates fielded by each party in each seat

¡Turnout (has fallen at every Assembly election since 1998)



The (very tentative with many, many caveats!) forecast…
Seats
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¡ 56% Remain (63% turnout, more than election)

¡ Strong ethno-national basis to voting 
l c.85% Catholic/Irish/nationalist Remain
l c.38% Protestant/British/Unionist Remain

Brexit referendum in Northern Ireland
Implications for the snap election

o Leave voters 
o More likely to be older, 

have fewer qualifications, 
lower skill jobs, hold 
anti-immigration 
sentiments and socially 
conservative views

(Source: John Garry, ESRC 
NI Assembly election study)



The silent majority?
(Northern Ireland Life and Times survey, 2015)
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Polarised green/orange
party positions on Brexit
¡ Unionist

l TUV:
l DUP: 
l UUP: 

¡ Middle Ground
l Alliance:
l Greens:

¡ Nationalist
l People Before Profit: 
l SDLP:
l Sinn Féin:



Brexit-related challenges 
For the election/post-election

¡ Retrenchment of nationalisms
l Reductionist interpretations of state sovereignty
l Politicisation of cross-border matters
l Focus/dependence on London and Dublin for 

unionism and nationalism respectively
¡ Focus of London & Dublin is elsewhere…

l (Concerns about ‘bias’ of Secretary of State)
¡ How will NI voice be represented?

l + How to agree common position, let alone 
Programme for Govt re: Brexit



Brexit-related challenges 
For the 1998 Good Friday (Belfast) Agreement

¡ Constitutional status
l (Notwithstanding Supreme Court judgement)
l Pre-accession & post-membership status

¡ Citizenship
l British, Irish or both

¡ Institutions
l NI enjoys bespoke arrangements already

¡ Human Rights protection
l Importance of a court above regional and 

national, inc. on equality matters



Brexit-related challenges 
For the negotiations

¡ Free movement of people, goods, services
¡ All-island economies

l 30,000 cross-border workers; 
l ROI largest importer/export destination
l Complex supply-chains across the border
l Border regions, interdependencies

¡ Single Energy Market
l NI completely reliant on connector from ROI

¡ ‘Peace’ 
l Inc. funding. Noted by Barnier



Brexit-related challenges
For the aftermath
¡ The Great Repeal Bill

l New powers, e.g. re: work permits?
l Regulatory framework, e.g. environment

¡ Repatriation of powers from EU
l To where? Lack of resources, agreement

¡ Economy
l FDI strategy dead in the water
l Agri-food: tariffs, quotas, end CAP
l Non-tariff barriers on trade

¡ Security 
l Border, inc symbolism; Smuggling; EAW



Additional resources 
¡ Queen’s Brexit Resource Guide

l Papers, written submissions and 
presentations on Brexit

l http://www.qub.ac.uk/home/EUReferend
um/Brexit-resource/

¡ Queen’s Policy Engagement
l Blogs on topics, including election
l http://qpol.qub.ac.uk/

¡ Monthly ‘Brexit Clinic’ monthly in QUB
l 29 March 1130-1300(TBC)
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Things to put your Mortgage On
¡ The 2017 Assembly Election will change very little in N. Ireland.

¡ On 3 March 2017, the same parties, in very similar configurations, 
will have to discuss the same problems, within the same resources.

¡ Public respect in devolution will not have increased and tensions 
across the main parties will not have improved. 

¡ The DUP and SF will be returned as the largest two parties and will 
have to return to issue of establishing trust in governing together. 

¡ There will be no restoration of devolved institutions without RHI 
Inquiry, and lengthy negotiations on other unresolved  issues.



What is different about 2017? 
¡ There are some specific points of interest in 2017 not evident in 2016. (first 

election to be fought by formal and informal Opposition parties)

¡ The Assembly will be returning less MLAs from 108 down to 90. This is unlikely 
to change much and may affect more transfer-friendly parties (UUP/SDLP/ 
Alliance/ independents) & strengthen DUP/SF dominance in the Assembly.

¡ New SF leader Michelle O’Neill likely to lead SF to strong result. DUP leader 
Arlene Foster in much weaker position than 2016. If DUP has poor election her 
leadership will be in question and some early signs are already apparent. Her 
media performances have been relatively poor so far.

¡ Brexit presents new dimension for NI politics and is likely to dominate it long 
after RHI is resolved. 



The Key Issues 

¡ RHI is merely a symptom of much larger 
dysfunction within the devolved institutions –a 
loveless marriage of co-dependency between SF and 
DUP who can’t afford a divorce. 

¡ It was the tipping point in an incompatible r/ship 
between the two governing parties DUP/SF. 

¡ SF electoral platform is on ethical ticket/governing 
with integrity and fairness across political and 
cultural issues. DUP are fighting a rear-guard action 
accusing SF of forcing an unnecessary election that 
damages NI interests for narrow political interests. 



Brexit and the Assembly Election
¡ Brexit presents new dynamic for NI Politics -across 

all of the main parties. It presents a new structural 
division between the DUP and SF and grounds for 
co-operation across UUP/SDLP/Alliance.

¡ It is more likely to impact on the post election 
environment than in the election dynamics 
themselves. 

¡ DUP and SF will have to manage the current 
incompatibility and this is likely to cause further 
instability between them as policy options emerge.



The Border 

¡ This is potentially the most serious and under-reported aspect of the 
whole Brexit process. 

¡ Current UK policy is to leave the Single Market and Customs Union 
while maintaining the Common Travel Area between UK and Ireland. 
But it’s not currently in a position to deliver this without EU consent. 

¡ It is a matter of vital national interest for Ireland that we do not return to the days of 
a hard border that we knew only too well. Or indeed create a new one in the future.

(Irish Taoiseach. Enda Kenny 15/02/17.)



So What if they Can’t?

¡ Failure to avoid a Hard Border is becoming the biggest issue in Irish 
Politics North and South - if it isn’t already. 

¡ Current porous border will be replaced by harder border –difficult 
to say what limits of this will be but monitoring and surveillance is 
very likely. During the conflict there were 20 official border crossing 
points, Today due to new roads and cross border co-operation there 
are around 260 crossing points. Reducing these would cause friction. 

¡ This will cause arguments across the political spectrum but is likely 
to further undermine DUP/SF relationship at top of government



Implications for Peace Process
¡ The GFA has already been called into question, ironically from nationalists 

and republicans demanding respect for the ‘consent principle’.

¡ ‘Brexit undermines the integrity and status of the Good Friday Agreement and the 
political institutions. It will be bad for our  economy, our people and our public services.’ 

(SF Election Manifesto, p.9)

¡ ‘Hard Border’ likely to energise the ‘constitutional question’ and the SF 
narrative that the GFA = incremental movement towards Irish unity.  

¡ Partnership over NI bet UK-Ireland governments, crucial for peace process 
looks less clear in context where national self interest diverges post-Brexit.



Irish Diplomatic View

¡ "It is universally acknowledged that the open and virtually invisible border that 
exists at present confers benefits on both parts of Ireland and on all communities 
in Northern Ireland. I am not aware of anyone who thinks that a hardening of 
that border would be an acceptable outcome.“ 

(UK Ambassador to GB, Daniel Muhall)



Implications for Peace Process 
¡ The devolved institutions are unlikely to be restored quickly. There 

are a range of outstanding issues which looks like a return to the 
Fresh Start or Stormont House Agreements of previous years.

¡ The RHI Inquiry will take several months and SF will not support 
Foster as First Minister (or deputy First Minister) till that concludes. 

¡ A period of direct rule is highly likely from March for several weeks 
months or perhaps even years thereafter. 

¡ This is likely to boost opponents of the GFA, further erode public 
trust in devolved government in NI and make DUP/SF government 
more difficult as time passes. 



Summary Points
¡ The Election is likely to result in little political change aside from the MLA 

reduction and some change of personnel. 

¡ It is also likely to see few changes in voting behaviour despite UUP and 
SDLP suggesting their supporters might consider transferring across the 
unionist nationalist divide. (recent study from Electoral Reform Society 
(15/02/17) suggests there is 80% alignment on 1st preference votes.

¡ We are likely to see a significant hiatus in restoration of devolution and 
prolonged period of negotiation between DUP and SF/ direct rule.

¡ Article 50 will be triggered and UK negotiations will drive a further 
structural barrier into the SF/DUP relationship and NI will find it hard to 
have its interests reflected in the Brexit process. 
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